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LEED - Qualification
Low-emitting materials - adhesives and sealants
EQc4.1 | Possible 1 Point
Intent
To reduce the quantity of indoor air contaminates that are odorous, irritating and/or harmful to
the comfort and well-being of installers and occupants.
Spectis Moulders offers a low VOC construction adhesive to help projects achieve this lowemitting materials criteria. Spectis Adhesive can be used for the installation of all our products.

Low-emitting materials - paints and coatings
EQc4.2 | Possible 1 Point
Intent
To reduce the quantity of indoor air contaminants that are odorous, irritating and/or harmful to
the comfort and well-being of installers and occupants.
Spectis Moulders products accept most low VOC paints and come factory primed, to minimize
onsite fumes and/or pollutions. Choosing the right paints and coatings to finish our products
may assist you in obtaining this point.

Construction waste management
MRc2 | Possible 1-2 Point
Intent
To divert construction and demolition debris from disposal in landfills and incineration facilities.
Redirect recyclable recovered resources back to the manufacturing process and reusable
materials to appropriate sites.
Spectis Moulders uses recyclable cardboard and/or OSB crates to transport all our products to
the jobsite. These materials can be recycled or reused to reduce landfill waste. Spectis
products also come factory primed to reduce on-site paint waste.
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REGIONAL MATERIALS
MRc5 | Possible 1-2 Point
Intent
To increase demand for building materials and products extracted, processed, and
manufactured within the region, thereby supporting the use of indigenous resources and
reducing the environmental impacts resulting from transportation.
If your project is within 500 miles of Spectis Moulders' manufacturing facility, located in
Niverville, MB Canada, you may be eligible to claim the Regional Materials Credit.

